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The UK’s largest 
commercial broadcaster 

We make, sell and 
distribute content

Operate 6 Free to air 
broadcast channels

Direct to consumer 
services including - The 
ITV Hub



● The ITV Hub (VOD Platform)
● Britbox
● Show companion Apps
● Online Campaigns

All of the media & data related to the above 
needs to be held somewhere (preferably a 
Carbon Neutral Facility) on systems that 
require ELECTRICITY and COOLING.



Having a 
clear 
strategy 
ourselves 
….and....



ITV has Albert Consortium membership and Production & Technical Teams 
undergo Albert Carbon Literacy training sessions



….as well as 
selecting 
suppliers with 
a strong 
Sustainability 
Strategy. 





How do we achieve this?: 
We adopt the 3 pillar model -

and, very often, there is a healthy by-product in 
financial savings! 













(after experts said the original ‘2040’ mission  
would be too late if the UK wants to achieve its target of emitting virtually 

zero carbon by 2050)



● Hiring locally-based kit and skills, e.g
Good Morning Britain found a LiveU Operator in 

Mongolia via the LiveU Community.



On an everyday basis, our 
News & Features crews 
increasingly travel light 
with LiveU kit with SNG 
Cameras and the LiveU 

Smart Phone app (just in 
case).

Pre-5G, one recent addition has 
been a 4G+ booster from 

Vodafone - an Emergency Mobile 
Unit or ‘EMU’ for short. designed 

to amplify 4G/4G+ connectivity 
when it is low via a High-gain 

Antenna. Speeds of up to 70 Mbps 
are possible, but we’ve used it 

in-conjunction with an HEVC LiveU, 
(we only need a solid 6-8 Mbps!).



Both Emmerdale and Coronation Street have always 
been at the forefront of Sustainable production and 
low energy lighting plays a huge part in reducing 
the carbon footprint of Continuing Drama. 

The LED lights offer an average 85% reduction in power 
consumption compared to their Tungsten predecessors - but 
most of the savings come from the avoidance of heat 
generation, which in turn means that you don’t then require 
the A/C to be whirring away 12 hours a day. So as you can 
imagine, there are also substantial savings to be had on your 
energy bills and it is better for our Planet!

LED Lighting in all Studios



The ITV Daytime Studios @ Studioworks in West 
London, uses ‘free’ Heating OR Cooling to save 
energy (which is therefore good for the planet and 
our running costs).



How? Using Recirculation
If it is hot outside, 50% of studio 
cool air is recirculated and mixed 
with 50% hot air from outside, 

reducing the cooling 
requirement (and electrical chiller 
energy used) by 50%.

If it is cold outside, 50% of studio warm air 
is recirculated and mixed with 50% cold air 

from outside, reducing the heating 
requirement (and gas boiler energy used) 
by 50%.



Virtual Sets

Collaborating with moov, we’ve created a VR Set for our shows using 
StarTracker & Unreal Engine - as there was little ambition to have 
another set/studio location sat on standby - saving on costs & materials. 



The ‘Gamification’ of Sustainability

In order to promote sustainable living and create that culture 
of awareness (both in and out of work) one member of the 
ITV Group Tech team has built a platform for internal Depts to 
compete.  Using no-code app called ‘Glide’, the app offers 
advice and tips, as well as the chance to compete to be the 
best Dept. 



Naturally, the Green Team are 
currently in the lead, but the 
Technologists aren’t far behind!

https://medium.com/itv-technology/my-no-code-journey-to-gamifying
-sustainability-cc783e810a78

https://medium.com/itv-technology/my-no-code-journey-to-gamifying-sustainability-cc783e810a78
https://medium.com/itv-technology/my-no-code-journey-to-gamifying-sustainability-cc783e810a78


There’s little more carbon-friendly than 
having an aerial on top of a hill. But…..



….now, everyone wants to do this:

and this:
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….so we need more of this:

….and, therefore, we’ll need more of this:



Having a 
clear 
strategy 
ourselves 
….and....



The Challenge for Distribution

ITV STRATEGIC GOALS

● Accelerate the growth of ITV Hub

● Grow and deliver our addressable 
advertising capabilities

● Strengthening our data, analytics 
and digital capabilities

● Driving our SVOD services in the UK 
and internationally



The Challenge for Distribution

ITV STRATEGIC GOALS

● Accelerate the growth of ITV Hub

● Grow and deliver our addressable 
advertising capabilities

● Strengthening our data, analytics 
and digital capabilities

● Driving our SVOD services in the UK 
and internationally

Growth in energy intensive 

functions and increase in 

audience reach whilst still 

reducing our carbon 

emissions.



● Analysing how GREEN our processes are for the Distribution 
of Content and how that content is then consumed.



The Challenge for Distribution



The Challenge for Distribution

Working together to create a 
mathematical model for digital 
distribution so that we can:
○ map out ‘hotspots’ in our energy 

usage.
○ measure progress against our 

targets / a baseline.
○ understand the impact of 

changing consumer habits



The Challenge for Distribution - a researched example

Research carried out by University of 
Bristol into environmental impact of 
YouTube service through to user 
devices.

Largest single contributor to energy 
consumption is cellular mobile network.

Mostly for listening to music on the go 
….. (i.e not watching the video).



The Challenge for Distribution - a researched example

Research carried out by University of 
Bristol into environmental impact of 
YouTube service through to user 
devices.

Largest single contributor to energy 
consumption is cellular mobile network.

Mostly for listening to music on the 
go…..

We need to design for 

sustainability



Designing for Sustainability

Broadcasters could not only give viewers the choice to watch mobile 
content in SD only (reducing bitrate) but also make them aware how it 
would reduce carbon.

● Can Quality Defined Variable Bitrate help us encode more efficiently?
● Would people choose to watch shows in SD if they knew of the 

Environmental Benefits?
● ‘Dirty Streaming’ doc (BBC)

Downloading the content before travelling (not on the move)

Give people the choice to watch mobile content in SD only (reduces bitrate and therefore carbon by 50%)



The Challenge for Distribution - on the subject of mobile data

Energy intensity of 

cellular data networks
 
compared to 

fixed line (copper and fibre) networks



The Challenge for Distribution - on the subject of mobile data

Energy intensity of 

cellular data networks
 
compared to 

fixed line (copper and fibre) networks

Between 50 and 160 times more 

energy used per MByte 

transferred*

*lots of factors vary including type of mobile network, energy 

sources and where you get the data from.



Hosting and data centre location can also be important

Ireland
400g CO2 per KWh of electricity
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Hosting and data centre location can also be important

Ireland
400g CO2 per KWh of electricity

UK
250g CO2 per KWh of electricity

France
50g CO2 per KWh of electricity

Iceland
0g CO2 per KWh of electricity

Poland
850g CO2 per KWh of electricity



The Future

● Hosting of more virtualised services held in datacentres / 
the ‘Cloud’ (less on-prem).



● Increased awareness of when energy is best used via 
information sites such as: 
https://www.carbonintensity.org.uk/

Sun + Wind = low intensity 

https://www.carbonintensity.org.uk/


THANK YOU FOR LISTENING

tim.guilder@itv.com

https://www.itvplc.com/socialpurpose/redu
cing-environmental-impact

"The Stone Age didn’t end
for lack of stone, and the
oil age will end long before
the world runs out of oil."
Yamani
                       
               

“We are, let’s face it, in the middle of an industrial 
revolution. It’s every bit as dramatic as anything 
in the 19th Century. Viewing habits, advertising 
technologies, methods of production, how and 
where we work …. such dramatic change.”
ITV Chairman, Sir Peter Bazalgette, Sept 2020
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